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Abstract

This paper describes our IR (Information Re-
trieval) based method for SemEval 2016 task
1, Semantic Textual Similarity (STS). The
main feature of our approach is to extend a
conventional IR-based scheme by incorporat-
ing word alignment information. This enables
us to develop a more fine-grained similarity
measurement. In the evaluation results, we
have seen that the proposed method improves
upon a conventional IR-based method on av-
erage. In addition, one of our submissions
achieved the best performance for the “poste-
diting” data set.

1 Introduction

Given two sentences, Semantic Textual Similarity
(STS) measures their degree of semantic equiva-
lence (Agirre et al., 2015). This fundamental func-
tionality can be used for many applications such as
text search, classification and clustering.

This paper describes our monolingual (English)
STS system which participated in SemEval 2016
task 1. Our objective is to improve a conventional IR
(Information Retrieval) based method for the STS
task. In general, an IR-based method estimates
semantic similarity between given sentences using
similarity between document search results which
are obtained using each sentence as a search query.
This scheme allows us to utilize a large document
database for handling diverse semantic phenomena.
However, in our preliminary experiments using past
SemEval test data, a conventional IR-based method
was not so effective.

In failure analysis of the method, we found the
following:
• It is not sufficient only to measure the common-

ality among sentences.
• It is necessary to measure the importance of the

identified commonality in each sentence.
Based on these findings, we propose a new IR-based
method for STS. In this method, word alignment
techniques are applied to refine the assessment of
commonality. The importance of the commonality
in each sentence is measured using IR techniques.

2 Related Work

Let us define a conventional IR-based approach
more formally and generally. For a given text T , a
document retrieval is performed using T as a search
query. The search target U is a set of documents. As
a result, a document set R(T,U) is obtained. Be-
cause U has been fixed in our research, we denote
R(T,U) as R(T ). The semantic similarity between
two texts T1 and T2 is measured as the similarity
between document sets R(T1) and R(T2).

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007) is a well-known IR-based ap-
proach. In their research, Wikipedia articles are used
as U . R(T ) is regarded as a vector of documents and
the cosine similarity of vectors is used to measure
the semantic similarity.

In previous STS competitions, we can find IR-
based approaches in Buscaldi et al. (2013), more re-
cently Buscaldi et al. (2015). In their research, R(T )
is regarded as a list of ranked documents with search
scores. They defined an original similarity score us-
ing the rank and search score of each document.
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3 Our Approach

Figure 1 both illustrates our approach and contrasts
it with conventional IR-based methods.

R(S1) R(S2)

R(S1) R(S2)

R(W1) R(W12) R(W2)

Figure 1: IR-based Semantic Similarity Measures

A conventional IR-based approach is shown at the
top of the figure and is followed by our approach.
Each of circles R(T ) represents documents retrieved
for a query text T . Assuming the retrieved docu-
ments are ranked by search scores, the top-N doc-
uments are used as R(T ), where N is a constant.
For the STS task, the conventional approach only
uses the sentences S1 and S2 as search queries. The
similarity between S1 and S2 is measured by cal-
culating the ratio of the gray-colored set intersection
to the union of R(S1) and R(S2). Specifically, the
similarity function Sim is given by the Dice coeffi-
cient (Dice, 1945) expressed in Formula 1.

Sim(S1, S2) =
2|R(S1) ∩R(S2)|
|R(S1)|+ |R(S2)| (1)

In our approach, additional document sets
R(W1), R(W2) and R(W12) are used, where W12
is a set of words which are aligned between sen-
tence S1 and S2, while W1 and W2 are the set of
words that are left unaligned in S1 and S2, respec-
tively. Our method still computes the conventional
Sim(S1, S2) but then also calculate Sim(S1,W1)
and Sim(S1,W12). Similarly, Sim(S2,W2) and
Sim(S2,W12) are also obtained. All together,
five similarity values are used as regression features
within a model trained to generate the final simi-
larity score. In other words, our approach extends
a conventional IR-based scheme by incorporating
word alignment information and this allows us to de-
velop a more fine-grained similarity measurement.

Sim(S1,W12) and Sim(S2,W12) can be re-
garded as a measurement of the importance of W12,
the aligned words, in sentence S1 and S2 respec-
tively. When Sim(S1,W1) > Sim(S1,W12),
the aligned material W12 may not be central to the
meaning of S1. Therefore, even if the value of
Sim(S1, S2) is large, the overall meaning of S1 and
S2 may not be very similar to each other.

We use the Dice coefficient to keep our system
simple. The optimal similarity function is left as an
open question for future work.

4 System Description

4.1 System Overview

Figure 2: System Overview

We show an overview of our system in Figure 2.
As data resources, we used the following:
• The Online Plain Text English Dictionary1.
• English Wikipedia pages, snapshot on Novem-

ber 2nd, 20152.
For each pair of input sentences, we use a fuzzy
word alignment procedure described later in this
section to produce the following three sets of words:

W12: Aligned words in sentences 1 and 2.
W1: Unaligned words in sentence 1.
W2: Unaligned words in sentence 2.

Each of the word sets is used as a search query. The
search target is a document database built from the
Wikipedia data set. We used Apache Solr 5.3.13 as
our IR system. Top-N document IDs returned by the
IR system for a given query are used as the search

1http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/˜ralph/OPTED/
2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20151102/
3http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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result. The Dice similarity scores obtained from the
different query formulations are then used to con-
struct regression features for a model that is trained
to generate the final similarity score.

In the following subsections, we describe the de-
tails of each step.

4.2 Preprocessing

Each of the input sentences is converted to a word
sequence. All non-alphanumeric characters are re-
moved. Words are identified by splitting text us-
ing white space. In addition, within-word splitting
is performed such as “50mm” to “50” and “mm”
whenever the characters transition from numeric to
alphabetic and vice versa. Stop words identified us-
ing a dictionary4 are eliminated.

4.3 Spell Correction

Apache Solr 5.3.1 provides a function to suggest
similar spellings for a query word. This is performed
by fuzzy matching between a query word and words
in a database index. The result is a list of words
sorted by the degree of the similarity in spelling to
the original query term. If a query word is found
in a database index, its original spelling is always
first ranked. We utilized this function for spell cor-
rection. Specifically, we replace each word with its
top ranked suggested spelling whenever it is differ-
ent from the original search term.

4.4 Use of Wikipedia Redirect Relations

The Wikipedia data includes information on redirec-
tion between pages. Most of the redirections are
based on different names for the same underlying
topic. For titles that correspond to a single word,
we can use the redirection relations to identify syn-
onymous words. For this purpose, a database of the
redirect relations is constructed. A record within this
database corresponds to one redirect relation and
it includes the titles of source and target pages of
the redirection. For each pair of words w1 and w2
from within sentences 1 and 2, we used the database
to search for possible redirect relationships. When
a redirect relationship is found to exist, the corre-
sponding pair of words are aligned to each other and
added to the aligned word set W12.

4http://www.ranks.nl/stopwords

4.5 String Matching Based Alignment

Additional alignment pairs between words and
phrases are extracted using string matching heuris-
tics. The following alignments are handled.
• Word unigram to bigram alignment (e.g.,

“backstroke to back stroke”). The global
alignment algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch,
1970) is used for this approximate matching.
• Acronym alignment (e.g., “GE” to “General

Electric”). This is performed by matching con-
secutive capitalized letters with a phrase that
can be used to construct the given sequence of
capitalized letters as an acronym. We do not
use a dictionary of acronym for this.

Aligned words or phrases are added to W12.

4.6 Dictionary Based Alignment

Using the English word dictionary mentioned in
subsection 4.1, the system detects alignments be-
tween a word and its derivative forms such as “wear”
versus “worn” or “America” versus “American”. Se-
mantic information such as synonyms in the dictio-
nary are not used in order to avoid spurious align-
ments which would be only appropriate in specific
contexts. All of the dictionary aligned words are
added to W12.

4.7 Spell Expansion

Apache Solr has an API for word stemming. In addi-
tion, we can use the suggester mentioned in subsec-
tion 4.3, which provides a list of similar spellings
for a given word. Both functions are used to com-
pute spelling variations for the purposes of word
alignment. Specifically, the built in Porter stem-
mer5 (Porter, 1997) is used for English word stem-
ming. Solr’s FuzzySuggester mechanism6 is called
for each term and we retain the top-five suggested al-
ternative spellings as candidates for matching by the
aligner. If word w1 and w2 from sentence 1 and 2
share the same spelling in any of the expanded align-
ment candidates, they are aligned and added to W12.

4.8 IR-based Similarity Estimation

After the word alignment processes, the word set
W1, W2, W12 are fixed. Using W1, W2, W12 and

5http://wiki.apache.org/solr/LanguageAnalysis
6http://wiki.apache.org/solr/Suggester
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sentence 1 and 2 as a natural language query (dis-
junctive word combination), a document search is
performed. The BM25 relevance function provided
by Apache Solr is used. The search target is the
Wikipedia page abstracts7. The number of the pages
in the database is around 12 million.

The search result is a list of ranked document IDs
in descent order of the BM25 score. Top-N are used
as R(T ) explained in section 3. The value of N is
empirically set to 100 based on preliminary experi-
ments on the STS 2015 data. This produces the doc-
ument ID sets R(S1), R(S2), R(W1), R(W2) and
R(W12).

4.9 Scoring by Regression

The values of the features F1 – F5 are calculated
using the expressions given below. The metric Sim
is given by Formula 1 in section 3. The notation |X|
means the number of elements in a set X .

F1: {Sim(S1,W1) + Sim(S2,W2)} / 2
F2: {Sim(S1,W12) + Sim(S2,W12)} / 2
F3: |W12| / (|W12|+ |W1|+ |W2|)
F4: Sim(S1, S2)
F5: F3 value calculated including stop words.

The features F1 and F2 are newly introduced by
our proposal explained in section 3. F3 roughly
corresponds to a similar feature used in Sultan et
al. (2014)’s well-known word alignment based STS
method. F4 is the similarity measure used in conven-
tional IR-based methods explained in section 3. F5
is introduced to handle the case that input sentences
contain stop words only.

We used LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) for sup-
port vector regression to generate similarity scores
using the training environment provided by the
TakeLab tool (Šarić et al., 2012). We used the Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel. Training on the STS
2015 test data was performed to identify the optimal
regression parameters. Similarity scores generated
by the regression were trimmed to a range 0.0 - 5.0
by setting similarity scores that are less than 0 or
greater than 5 to be 0 and 5, respectively.

If the word set W12 is empty, we use the feature
F4 only and directly convert it to a similarity score
by F4*c, where c is a constant to adjust scale be-
tween the metric Sim and a similarity score with

7The data file “enwiki-20151102-abstract.xml” was used.

range 0.0 - 5.0. The c value was empirically set to
70 using the STS 2015 test data.

5 Results

5.1 Evaluation
We submitted three variants of our system to the
shared task evaluation. The three systems differed in
how they used Wikipedia redirect relationships (ex-
plained in section 4.4) to aid in word alignment for
each word w in input sentences.
RUN-b : Attempts to match w with the targets of

the redirect relationships. If no matches are
found, tries to match w with the titles of the
redirection sources.

RUN-s : Attempts to match w with only the titles of
the redirection sources.

RUN-n : Does not use Wikipedia redirection rela-
tionships.

The evaluation results (Pearson correlation with the
gold standard data) of our three submitted runs are
shown in Table 1. As a baseline, we also include the
performance of our system when configured to oper-
ate as a conventional IR-based method. Specifically,
the baseline system uses only the features F3, F4 and
F5 (see section 4.9). As with Run-n, the baseline
does not use the Wikipedia redirect relationships.

DATA SET RUN-b RUN-s RUN-n Baseline
answer-answer 0.5087 0.5129 0.5075 0.5287
headlines 0.7869 0.7800 0.7741 0.7701
plagiarism 0.8266 0.8299 0.8225 0.8212
postediting 0.8655 0.8625 0.8669 0.8480
question-question 0.5625 0.5232 0.5426 0.4566
MEAN 0.7116 0.7042 0.7047 0.6891

Table 1: Evaluation Results on SemEval 2016 Task 1

5.2 Discussion
Among the three submitted runs, Run-b has the best
performance on average. However, in detailed anal-
ysis, we found that the contribution of the Wikipedia
redirect relations is small and the differences mainly
come from differences in the optimal parameter set-
tings used for LIBSVM training with the parameters
arrived at for Run-b resulting in better generalization
to the test data. When the hyperparameters that were
originally used to train Run-b (cost:10, gamma:1)
are also used for Run-n, the mean performance of
Run-n increases to 0.7104.
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Run-n outperforms the baseline system on all of
the data sets except answer-answer. In failure analy-
sis, we found that words in answer-answer typically
have larger document frequencies as compare to the
other data sets. In other words, answer-answer con-
sists of more general and less topical words. This
harms both the performance of our approach and the
conventional IR-based baseline.

On the postediting data set, Run-n achieved the
best performance of participating systems in the
2016 STS shared task. However, our performance
on the question-question data set is relatively poor,
lowering the mean performance of our system.
Within the question-question data, many of the sen-
tences share the words from common question for-
mulations (e.g., “What is the best way to ..”). The
alignment of such words puts too much focus on
generic material that is less central to the core mean-
ing of the question.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a new IR-based method for STS. The
main feature is to extend a conventional IR-based
scheme by incorporating word alignment informa-
tion. The evaluation results show that the pro-
posed method improves upon a conventional IR-
based method on average. While we used the Dice
coefficient for our IR-based similarity measure for
simplicity, future work may see improved perfor-
mance from alternative mechanisms for contrasting
two different collections of ranked documents, such
as Webber et al. (2010)’s Rank-Biased Overlap.
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